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Synopsis
De se reports raise a Binding Theory puzzle.
(1) McCain convinced Palin to vote for herself.

The problem is capturing the reading where herself is
de re, while accounting for the presence of the reflexive.

The idea: variables carry two indices.
• Basic indices track actual identity facts.

• Higher-order indices track identity facts in atti-
tude worlds.

Pronouns in (1) share only basic indices:

McCain convinced Palin [PROÆ
1 vote for herselfØ1 ].

Extras: A more economical way of thinking of de se/de
re (only one kind of LF); a solution to related puzzles.

Background
Chierchia’s (1989) account of de se reports.
Infinitival complement clauses have a covert subject.

(2) Palin wants to be elected.
Palin wants [PRO be elected]

The verb binds an e-type variable in the clause (PRO is
the ∏-binder), producing de se truth-conditions.

Palin wants [∏x. x be elected]
(2) is true iff for all pairs hw, xi compatible with
Palin’s desires, x is elected in w

The problem
Scenario. Palin suffers from memory loss. She asks
McCain who she should vote for; he says: “For her!",
pointing to her own picture. Palin doesn’t recognize
herself but agrees: “I will!". (Sharvit 2011)

(1) McCain convinced Palin to vote for herself.

We can’t predict this reading (i.e. de re) of (1).
If we coindex PRO and herself, we force a de se reading:

(3) McCain convinced Palin2 [1 [PRO1 vote for
herself1]]

If we don’t, we wrongly predict a Condition A violation:

(4) McCain convinced Palin2 [1 [PRO1 vote for
herself2]]

A converse problem: (5) is terrible but ruled in by BT:

(5) *McCain convinced Palin to vote for her.

Extensions. Analogous issues obtain with subject-
control verbs and when a trace controls PRO.

Layered Binding: Basics
The source of the problem: variable indices in reports must track two kinds of identity facts.

• On the one hand, they track which actual individuals the attitude is about.

• On the other (at least for PRO) they track who the attitude holder takes those individuals to be.

Problems arise because of mismatches between these identity facts.

The solution: we must track facts of the two kinds separately, via two series of indices.

• Basic indices (subscript position) track actual identity facts and determine covaluation for BT purposes.

• Higher-order indices (superscript position) track identity facts in attitude worlds—and, by doing this, they
track the ‘mode of presentation’ the attitude holder associates to the relevant individuals.

The new LF of (1):

(6) [McCain convinced Palin1 [PROÆ
1 vote for herselfØ1 ]]

This reconciles standard BT with Chierchia-style semantics for the de se.

• (1) is ruled in by standard condition A because, by assumption, BT only deals with basic indices. Similarly,
mutatis mutandis, (5) is ruled out by standard condition B. Right predictions for subject-control verbs and
cases where traces control PRO also fall out.

• Attitude verbs still bind PRO. In addition, PRO has a dedicated de se index Æ, hence it lexically encodes its
de se character. (This allows us to predict that reports like (2) have only a de se reading.)

Compositional Implementation
The starting point: attitude verbs perform obligatory assignment shift. (Santorio 2012)

• Çx believes that [¡]Éw,g = for all hw 0, g 0i compatible with what x believes, Ç¡Éw 0,g 0
= true

• Attitude verbs existentially quantify over a sequence of acquaintance relations.

• All variables are bound and range over epistemic counterparts of the relevant object.

• ÇPalin1 expects [PRO1 vote for her5]Éw,g = true iff there are acquaintance relations Ra and Rb such that ,for
all w 0 compatible with what Palin expects,the Ra-counterpart of g (1) in w 0 votes in w 0 for the Rb-counterpart
of g (5) in w 0.

The move: we relativize interpretation to an extra assignment.

• We relativize the interpretation function to a new assignments A: Ç·Ég ,A .

• A maps upper indices into concept generators (represented with G variables; Percus & Sauerland 2003),
i.e. functions from individuals to acquaintance relations (type: he,hs,eii). Attitude verbs existentially quan-
tify over concept generators, rather than acquaintance relations.

• New rule for variables: we resolve the indices in sequence.

Çx ∂nÉw,g ,A = Ç(A(∂))(xn)Éw,g ,A = ÇG∂(xn)Éw,g ,A (net effect: x ∂n denotes the A(∂)-counterpart of g (n))

• Attitude verbs manipulate the new parameter, thereby shifting the value of upper indices.

Çx believes that [¡]Éw,g ,A = there is an assignment A0 such that for all w 0 compatible with what x
believes, Ç¡Éw 0,g ,A0

= true

The truth-conditions for (1):

Ç(1)Éw,g ,A = true iff there are concept generators GÆ and GØ s.t., for all w 0 compatible with what McCain
convinced Palin to do, the GÆ-counterpart of Palin in w 0 votes in w 0 for the GØ-counterpart of Palin in w 0.

Merging De Se and De Re
Most theorists agree that some de se reports require
dedicated LFs, crucially different from LFs of de re re-
ports (see, for example, Anand 2006).

I disagree: de se and de re reports share LFs.

(7) McCain expects that he will be elected.

McCain1

expects
hei

1 will be elected

The difference between de se and de re read-
ings is due only to upper indexing patterns.

• Recall: we have a dedicated de se index, Æ.

• If index i in the LF is set to Æ, then we get a de se
reading.

• Otherwise, we get a de re reading.

Similar reasoning allows us to deal with de se readings
of reports in the presence of only (see Percus & Sauer-
land 2003).

(8) Only McCain believes he will be elected.

Outstanding Issues
One thing the account gets for free (see handout!):

• De re blocking of reflexives (Charlow 2012).

Three more things to be worked out:

• De re blocking of non-reflexives in dream reports
(Lakoff 1972, Heim1994).

• Sharvit’s (2011)‘de se blocking’.

• Asymmetries between first and third person re-
flexives in Free Indirect Discourse (Sharvit 2011).

An interesting connection:

• Charlow & Sharvit’s (2011) recent argument
about ‘bound de re’ readings.
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